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Abstract

In this paper, I critically examine ethical issues introduced by predictive analytics.

I argue firms can have a market incentive to construct deceptively inflated true-

positive outcomes: individuals are over-categorized as requiring a penalizing treat-

ment and the treatment leads to mistakenly thinking this label was correct. I

show that differences in power between firms developing and using predictive

analytics compared to subjects can lead to firms reaping the benefits of predatory

predictions while subjects can bear the brunt of the costs. While profitable, the

use of predatory predictions can deceive stakeholders by inflating the measure-

ment of accuracy, diminish the individuality of subjects, and exert arbitrary

power. I then argue that firms have a responsibility to distinguish between the

treatment effect and predictive power of the predictive analytics program, better

internalize the costs of categorizing someone as needing a penalizing treatment,

and justify the predictions of subjects and general use of predictive analytics. Sub-

jecting individuals to predatory predictions only for a firms' efficiency and benefit

is unethical and an arbitrary exertion of power. Firms developing and deploying a

predictive analytics program can benefit from constructing predatory predictions

while the cost is borne by the less powerful subjects of the program.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Within the larger scope of AI and data analytics, the use
of predictive analytics has proven appetizing for organi-
zations. Organizations use predictive analytics to infer
and predict human behavior and actions, using data from
the past to create a model that predicts events in the
future (Birhane, 2021; Hälterlein, 2021). Organizations
attempt to predict who will buy their products, who will
cheat, who will be a good employee, which students will
need help, who will commit more crime (Susser, 2021),
who is likely to become more sick.

Rather than test causal explanations or describe a data
sample, a predictive model, as the name suggests, predicts
the value of an outcome variable from current data

sources (Hälterlein, 2021).1 For example, an AI program
may categorize who currently has cancer in an image
whereas a predictive analytics program may attempt to
predict who will get cancer in the future. A predictive
model learns from historical data centered on similar
situations with the goal of forecasting what will happen in
the future and, importantly, allowing the organization to
intervene in some fashion (Waldman, 2019b).

This need to use the prediction for differential
treatment—for example, personalized medicine (Carnevale
et al., 2021), personalized learning (Regan & Jesse, 2019;
Williamson, 2017), personalized content (Mittelstadt, 2016),
personalized insurance (Barry & Charpentier, 2020;
Cevolini & Esposito, 2020), or personalized pricing (Seele
et al., 2021)—introduces two distinctive ethical concerns
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where I will focus. First, the need for some subjects to
receive a treatment (a greater sentence, harsher mortgage
terms, etc), while others do not, leads to the creation of cut-
offs to label subjects from data that is ambiguous at best.
While the model may predict with a certain probability that
an event may occur in the future, the application of the
model requires a positive/negative label in order to apply a
treatment (or not). This is the ethical issue of choosing the
outcome variable.

A second distinctive feature of predictive analytics is
that the measure of whether an individual was correctly
predicted is in the future. In other words, whether or not
the prediction that a patient actually would get cancer can
only be known once the patient is allowed to continue on
for a given amount of time. In a more well-known example,
whether or not an individual predicted to commit future
crimes will actually commit those crimes can only be
known after a defined amount of time (Larson et al., 2016).
This is the ethical issue of measuring accuracy.

The goal of this paper is to critically examine ethical
issues introduced by predictive analytics including cate-
gorizing subjects with a prediction and measuring the
accuracy of the prediction. The article differentiates
between (a) the developer, who designs and sells the pre-
dictive program, (b) the adopting organization, who
applies the program within their context, and (c) the indi-
vidual, who is the subject of the predictive program. Each
actor has a different role in being impacted by or impact-
ing the construction of the outcome variable and the
measurement of accuracy of the predictive analytics pro-
gram. And each actor has different voice or power in the
market to have their interests and harms acknowledged
in that design. As I show below, the difference in power
between developer, organization, and subject can lead to
market actors (developer and organizations) reaping the
benefits of predictive analytics while subjects bear the
brunt of the costs.

This paper proceeds as follows. First, I justify a critical
approach as a useful lens to illuminate the ethical issues
of using predictive analytics. In doing so, I join many
others seeking to question not only the presumed objec-
tivity and neutrality of analytics (Johnson, In Press) but
also the power dynamics at play in building the algo-
rithm, collecting and using the data, and selling AI and
analytics (Beer, 2017; Benjamin, 2019; D'Ignazio &
Klein, 2020; Diakopoulos, 2015; Floegel & Costello, 2022;
Gibson & Martin III, 2019; Leavy et al., 2020; Levy, 2015;
Paris et al., 2022; Poole et al., 2020; Waldman, 2019b;
Zuboff, 2019). I extend critical approaches by explicitly
examining the power of market forces on firms in their
design of predictive analytics.

Second, I critically examine the categorization of the
individual (positive vs. negative) and the measurement of

the accuracy of the prediction (true vs. false) as con-
structed in design. I propose, for a given decision context,
clearly identifying the moral implications of each type of
result (true-positive, true-negative, false-positive, and
false-negative), identifying who benefits and who is mar-
ginalized in each quadrant, and, importantly, under-
standing who is in power to construct and measure each
of the quadrants. I show firms are vulnerable to the con-
struction of deceptively inflated true-positive outcomes:
where the construction of the outcome variable and the
creation of accuracy can lead to more individuals being
categorized as requiring treatment (the aperture effect)
and the treatment actually leading to mistakenly think-
ing this label was correct (the treatment effect). Finally, I
ground why such predatory predictions are morally
wrong. While profitable, the use of predatory predictions
can unnecessarily harm individuals in being labeled as
requiring a penalizing treatment, deceive stakeholders in
inflating the measurement of accuracy, diminish the indi-
viduality of subjects, and exert arbitrary power in the
design of predictive analytics.

I focus on the role of organizations, who have power
over developers in purchasing the predictive analytics
model and an obligation to subjects as the actor inflicting
harm and arbitrary power. First, organizations should
account for the costs of over-labeling subjects more directly.
Organizations currently adopt predictive programs without
the corresponding infrastructure to adjudicate claims of
wrongfully labeled subjects or accounting for the costs of
the treatment. Second, organizations should clearly mea-
sure the treatment effect versus predictive power of the
model to more accurately explain to stakeholders whether
the predictive model adds value or provides a fog of ambi-
guity for the organization making decisions. Third, organi-
zations should justify the design of the outcome variable,
and the cutoff as to when subjects receive a penalizing
treatment, in order to avoid wielding unjust and arbitrary
power over individuals. The arguments here suggest that
decisions where the subjects have little power or voice are
not only particularly vulnerable to predatory predictions
but also where predatory predictions are particularly
unethical in taking advantage of those who already are
disadvantaged.

The use of predictive analytics has been dispropor-
tionately and arbitrarily deployed on subjects without
power or voice thus allowing developers and organiza-
tions to over-categorize subjects without bearing the
standard “costs” of the treatment. This paper has impli-
cations to the examination and assessment of predictive
analytics and data analytics more broadly. The question-
able claims of AI's efficiency and accuracy runs at a
fever pitch (Birhane et al., 2021). This article illustrates
that such fixation on efficiency and accuracy may be
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because more the powerful actors construct the mea-
surement of accuracy and benefit from the current
measurements.

2 | CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF
PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

Critical theoretical approaches maintain a healthy skepti-
cism towards any assumptions of neutrality or objectivity
and contextualize situations in a way that accounts for the
power and influence of different actors. Importantly, critical
theoretical approaches seek to identify and critique systemic
power relations with an intention to contribute to structural
change and even emancipation (Poole et al., 2020;
Stahl, 2021). A critical approach to examine predictive ana-
lytics is justified to overcome (a) the presumed objectivity of
the model as well as (b) the power dynamics underlying the
design, development, and deployment of predictive analyt-
ics in the market.

First, a dominant approach to data analytics, includ-
ing AI, machine learning (ML), and other types of analyt-
ics, is to falsely presume objectivity and neutrality of the
decision (Johnson, In Press; Martin, 2022). Such models
satisfy our Dewian quest for certainty and predictability
(Dewey, see also Birhane, 2021), where predictions “are
accepted as valid, interpreted as the product of intelligent
and objective technical assessments” (Gill, 2020). While
predictive analytics is framed as objective and neutral,
the data, models, and outcomes are the culmination of
value-laden human decisions. Unfortunately, such pro-
grams “often uncritically inherit, accept and incorporate
dominant cultural and belief systems, which are then
normalized” (Gill, 2020).

Second, predictive analytics are increasingly implemen-
ted within systems of control and power—particularly in
the market. As Ari Waldman correctly states, “[u]sing
algorithms to make commercial and social decisions is
really a story about power, the people who have it, and
how it affects the rest of us” (Waldman, 2019b, p. 615).
While all “data are a form of power” (Iliadis &
Russo, 2016), predictive analytics are used to “impose
order, equilibrium, and stability to the active, fluid,
messy, and unpredictable nature of human behaviour
and the social world at large” (Birhane, 2021). And our
current use of predictive analytics illustrates the danger
of data-driven decisions being in the control of powerful
single actors (Carnevale et al., 2021). The current use of
inferences to predict attributes of people “magnifies the
power of organizations that collect and process data,
while disempowering the people who provide data and
who are affected by data-driven decisions” (Solow-
Niederman, Forthcoming, p. 1).

The marketplace, within which predictive analytics
programs are designed, sold, and used, is not a neutral
site. The market is political and built on social and struc-
tural relations that are connected to inequalities
(Henderson & Williams, 2013; Poole et al., 2020). Within
the critical examination of Big Tech as a market, previous
research has focused on the damaging influence of corpo-
rations on the direction of AI ethics research (Abdalla &
Abdalla, 2021), the power of the corporation over data
and privacy (Waldman, 2021), and powerful corporations
prioritizing efficiency and freedom for a subset of society
(Cohen, 2019; Waldman, 2019b).

The critical examination of predicative analytics herein
continues a rich line of scholarship seeking to understand
who gains power and who is disenfranchised by the design
decisions in data and analytics.2 A critical examination
would be to ask not only about alternatives but also ques-
tion the power dynamics within the market and seek “to
dismantle entrenched hierarchical marketplace dynamics”
(Poole et al., 2020). This explicit lens of power—who has it
and who benefits and is harmed from the decisions
made—would be turned to the design decisions of predic-
tive analytics. The power dynamics of markets is an
important addition as many ethical examinations of fair-
ness of AI are considered outside the pressures of markets.
Markets are not perfect and, as we see here, firms can cre-
ate harms to external stakeholders who do not have power
to negotiate their interests through market transactions. A
critical approach to markets embraces this power differen-
tial rather than ignore it.

2.1 | Critical approach to predictive
analytics

While predictive analytics shares many of the concerns and
moral implications of data analytics, AI, and ML generally,3

I focus on two facets that differentiate predictive analytics
in morally important ways. First, the outcome variable is
more likely to be dichotomous, due to the need to treat peo-
ple differently as a result of the prediction. While the predic-
tion algorithm may still produce an outcome weight that is
on a continuous scale, the need to apply a treatment to a
subset of the subjects requires the outcome variable to be
cut into categories or labels. In the examples used here, the
outcome variables are binary (positive and receive treat-
ment vs. negative and do not receive treatment).4

How this outcome variable is defined impacts the
number and type of people categorized as “positive” and
requiring the assigned treatment. For example, for a pre-
dictive analytics program attempting to identify and treat
individuals as possible criminals, how the outcome vari-
able is defined will impact the top axis of Figure 1.

PREDATORY PREDICTIONS 3
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In addition, determining whether the predictive label
is “true” or “false” is conducted after time passes. In
terms of the Figure 1 confusion matrix, I am examining
how the matrix is carved in to positive/negative x-axis
and true/false y-axis. For example, organizations predict
criminality using analytics in two different realms. First,
courts have used predictive analytics, COMPAS most
famously, to predict whether a defendant will commit
another crime in the future (Dieterich et al., 2016). The
prediction is used to determine parole and sentences. In
addition, police and sheriff departments have used pre-
dictive analytics to predict whether students as well as
individuals will commit a crime in the future (Bedi &
McGrory, 2020; McGrory & Bedi, 2020). This prediction
is then used for interventions by the police.

The three primary actors would be considered party to
the design, development and use of a prediction model
in that these actors are influenced by and influence the
decisions. First, the developer of the prediction analytics
program makes value-laden design decisions such as the
type of data sets used in training the model, the specific
features of the individual that are included in the training
data, the assumptions made about the data and the out-
come weights, as well as defining the outcome variable
(Martin, 2022). Second, the organization purchasing and
adopting the predictive analytics program—the school,
police department, bank—uses the model for a particular
context. Finally, individuals are subject of the prediction
analytics program and are impacted by the prediction and
subsequent treatment. Each actor can benefit from the
design of the predictive analytics program such as appear-
ing accurate, avoiding a penalizing treatment, or fulfilling
their mission. These actors can also be harmed in the
design decisions in having their rights taken away, having

to implement a costly treatment, suffering financial harms,
being treated unfairly, having additional burdens placed
on them, having their reputation harmed, etc.

Importantly, a critical approach to understanding the
market influence on the design decisions of the predictive
analytics program does not take for granted that all mar-
ket actors (individuals, organizations, and developers)
have equal standing in the market with the requisite
power to have their concerns and preferences incorpo-
rated in their transactions. For example, the subject of a
predictive program may wish to contest a decision or
may be upset at a bad outcome. While a perfect market,
if one could exist, would have any costs felt by individual
incorporated into their interaction with the organization
using the analytics program (Coase, 1960), the current
use of predictive analytics tends to be focused on individ-
uals without voice or power in the market. This lack of
power has implications as to whether subjects are able to
“negotiate” their interests in the design, development,
and use of predictive analytics and whether the costs of
the program are fairly distributed as explored below.

Figure 1 includes an example analysis of the distribu-
tion of who benefits and who is harmed based on the type
of result for a specific predictive analytics program—
predicting likelihood of a person to commit a crime.

• For true-positives, the organization treats individuals
(defendants/students) like a criminal and the individ-
ual is later recorded as committing a crime. The orga-
nization implementing the program benefits from
claiming an accurate prediction and fulfilling their
mission of identifying people thought to be criminals.
The organization could have costs associated with
labeling someone as requiring a treatment: for

Posi�veNega�ve

True

False

Individual labeled &
Treated like criminal;

Caught commi�ng a crime.

Individual  -----
Developer +++++

Organiza�on ++++ -

Individual not labeled &
Ignored;

Not caught commi�ng a crime.

Individual +++
Developer ++

Organiza�on ++

Individual labeled &
Treated like criminal;

Not caught commi�ng a crime.

Individual ------
Developer  -

Organiza�on + -

Individual not labeled &
Ignored;

Caught commi�ng a crime

Individual ++
Developer -------

Organiza�on -----

How Outcome Variable Defined
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FIGURE 1 Result matrix for

predictive analytics—predicting

criminals.
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example, the treatment and the possibility of individ-
uals contesting the categorization. However, the exam-
ples used here have fixed costs for the treatment and
minimal ability for individuals to appeal. For this deci-
sion context, the police assigned to the school are fixed
and judges requiring additional prison time do not
“pay” for the prison.5 I discuss relaxing this assump-
tion as an important approach to changing the market
dynamics in the last section. Another benefit for the
organization is demonstrating that the predictive ana-
lytics program works and adds value by predicting
behavior that is then shown to be “true.” The individ-
ual is harmed in that they are treated like a criminal
before committing any crimes—including diminish-
ment of rights, harassment, and additional burdens
place on them. The developer benefits by claiming a
higher accuracy rate (true positive), which is the pri-
mary metric of success for selling predictive analytics
programs. There are no costs for the developer for the
predictive analytics program categorizing someone as
requiring a penalizing treatment.

• For true-negatives, the organization ignores individ-
uals who are never caught committing crimes. The
individual benefits as they are not treated like a crimi-
nal and are never caught committing a crime. The
organization benefits by demonstrating their program
is accurate and avoiding any minimal treatment costs
identified above. The developer benefits by demon-
strating their predictive model is accurate. However,
too many true-negatives would suggest the program is
not needed which would be a cost for the organization
and even more so for the developer. For example, if all
subjects are categorized as not being a future criminal
(and not needing the treatment), the utility of the pre-
dictive program is minimal.

• For false-negatives, the organization ignores defen-
dants/students who then are recorded as committing a
crime in the future. The organization could be harmed
both reputationally for a bad prediction and in not
achieving their mission, if the number of false nega-
tives is revealed and publicized. This could be the
worst-case scenario for the organization, who adopted
the predictive analytics program to minimize a nega-
tive outcome only to have the program be wrong and
still have the negative outcome (crime as recorded).
Similarly, the developer would be harmed reputation-
ally for an incorrect prediction and in missing the
opportunity of the organization applying a penalizing
treatment. However, the individual benefits by not
being treated like a criminal before being recorded as
having committed a crime.

• For false-positives, the organization treats an defen-
dants/students as a criminal who are later never

caught committing any crime. The individual is
harmed by being treated as a criminal even though
they never commit a crime. The organization benefits
slightly in pursing their mission but then appear inac-
curate. If the instances of false positives are recorded,
believed, and publicized, the organization runs a risk of
their reputation being tarnished. However, in this case
of predictive analytics on prisoners and students, the
voices of those incorrectly labeled positive, who are
then treated like future criminals, do not have the posi-
tion in the market to force the organization or devel-
opers to bear any of their costs. As a counter example,
if predictive analytics was used to predict executives of
committing fraud, false-positives would be considered
quite expensive due to lawsuits, employment griev-
ances, complaints, as well as reputational harm to the
organization and developer. Similarly, the developer
could be harmed reputationally by their accuracy rat-
ing being diminished and producing a mistake if this
metric is tracked, believed, and publicized.

Thus far I have argued that who benefits and who is
harmed for a given use of predictive analytics differs
across the results matrix and is not evenly distributed.
Further, that developers, organizations, and individuals
who are subject to the prediction do not have the same
power or voice in the market to have their interests
addressed. I turn now to critically examine the construc-
tion of the outcome variable (x-axis) and accuracy (y-axis)
which impacts the number of individuals who fall in each
quadrant in Figure 1.

3 | ETHICS OF CHOOSING
OUTCOMES

Similar to AI models in general, the outcome variable
chosen has implications as to what the organization
thinks is important and whose interests are prioritized
in the design of the data analytics program. While the
outcome variable is a proxy for “what you really care
about” (Thomas & Uminsky, 2020), the outcome vari-
able can be a sloppy proxy for the phenomenon of
interest. In fact, we often cannot measure the phenom-
ena that matter the most (Thomas & Uminsky, 2020).
In addition, most outcome variables incorporate an
underlying model of behavior or theory of how things
work. For example, an outcome variable for recidivism
makes assumptions as to whether family, societal,
environmental, behavioral factors are important to
the prediction (Hälterlein, 2021). These factors can
also be discriminatory or unfair (Barocas & Selbst,
2016; Martin, 2019).

PREDATORY PREDICTIONS 5
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Predictive analytics carries two additional burdens that
make the outcome variable more problematic. First, with
predictive analytics the outcome is a probability about the
future rather than the present. The ambiguity of attempt-
ing to categorize a current situation is exacerbated by add-
ing the probability that situation will occur in the future.
So, identifying cancer in a patient is hard, predicting who
will get cancer is even harder (e.g., Huang et al., 2020).
Second, the need to treat people differently based on the
value of the outcome variable pushes us to create a dichot-
omous label in a particularly ambiguous situation. For
example, for a predictive analytics program to predict an
individual's likelihood to commit a crime, those predicted
positive (likely to commit a crime) receive the assigned
treatment (additional scrutiny, searches, more parole
requirements, etc).

When predictive analytics are forced into dichotomous
choices, organizations must choose a seemingly artificial
cut off point to transform a continuous outcome to a binary
categorization. Hildebrandt (2008) differentiates between
distributive and non-distributive data profiles (see also
Vedder, 1999), where a distributive profile can be applied
to all members of a group, thus making dichotomous cut-
offs easier. Hildebrand uses the example of bachelors, who
all share “not being married” to the same degree, and “the
profile will apply without qualification to all members”
(Hildebrandt, 2008, p. 21), thus making dichotomous cut-
offs easier since one is a bachelor or not.

However, most groups and labels are not distributive
and are not true by definition. Hildebrandt uses the
example of a checklist for psychopaths where each facet
is valued 0–2 and the total possible ranges from 0 to 40.
The psychopath test was used to predict if a prisoner
posed a danger to the community. The cutoff for being
labeled a psychopath in one particular program was 30;
those with a score above 30 were deemed a psychopath
and not released from prison. The meaning of the differ-
ential treatment—to be released from prison versus
extending their sentence—is clear and large, yet the
associated difference between an individual scoring a
29 versus a 31 is not clear or meaningful. At a minimum,
the outcome variable cutoff is not obviously neutral,
clear, or unambiguous.

Take the example of the use of proctoring software to
track remote students to predict if they are cheating or
not (Harwell, 2020).

One system, Proctorio, uses gaze-detection,
face-detection and computer-monitoring soft-
ware to flag students for any “abnormal” head
movement, mouse movement, eye wandering,
computer window resizing, tab opening, scrol-
ling, clicking, typing, and copies and pastes.

A student can be flagged for finishing the test
too quickly, or too slowly, clicking too much,
or not enough (Harwell, 2020).

The threshold to trigger the alarm for Proctorio is sen-
sitive with many people being flagged for merely leaning
back in their chair or having someone walk in the room.
Students whose eyes wonder were flagged as well. In
2019, the company reported 6% of all exams had been
flagged as “confirmed breaches of integrity” (Harwell,
2020). However, what the cutoff is for being categorized
as “positive” and a predicted cheater is not discussed. In
this way, the categorizing of individuals in predictive
analytics carries the veneer of precision but is actually
imprecise.

Returning to the result matrix, how the outcome vari-
able is transformed into dichotomous categories impacts
the top axis. When the positive label is broadened to
include more individuals, the line moves to the left and
more individuals receive the treatment. In Hildebrandt's
psychopath test, this would be if the cutoff was shifted from
a 30 to 25 so that more individuals qualify as a psychopath
and receive treatment (staying in prison). Proctorio can
broaden who is considered a possible cheater and increase
the number of individuals being labeled “positive,” by
including more triggers and/or shifting the threshold so
that more students are flagged as possible cheaters.

The gap, shaded in a Figure 2 for cheating prediction
software, exemplifies those newly labeled positives based
on shifting the criteria for the cutoff of the outcome vari-
able. In effect, the developer is opening the aperture to
let in more individuals to fall to the right of the line,
being categorized as positive, and requiring a treatment.
A wider aperture on the model's lens, the more people
are categorized as positive.

Determining the optimal point to draw the line is an
optimization problem and dependent on the positive and
negative costs identified within the results matrix. This is
true whether the cutoff is determined manually or the
outcome of an optimization program. For individuals
being labeled possible future criminals, widening the
criteria for who is categorized “positive” means more
individuals being labeled future criminals, more individ-
uals being tracked and surveilled by the police, more
students with a file sent to the police, more knocks on
their houses to check in, and a shift in the presumption
of innocence for both students (Bedi & McGrory, 2020)
and citizens (McGory, 2021). This is true for both those
that end up being caught (A) and those that never are
caught committing a crime (B).

Importantly, shifting the line to the left in Figure 2
and opening the aperture to categorize more subjects as
positive can be attractive if the harm of both quadrants is

6 MARTIN
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not felt by the developers or the organization adopting
the program but only by the individual who is subject to
the treatment.

For cheating software, if only Proctorio and the
school are considered, then the benefits of widening the
aperture appear overwhelming. Proctorio has the hope of
identifying more true positives which makes the devel-
oper look better and the school can report a greater num-
ber of students caught cheating. Proctorio can also avoid
the dreaded false negative (missing a student who cheats)
which would damage their reputation. Importantly, the
treatment cost is minimal since students are notified with
an automatic email or testing is suspended automatically.
And the initial design did not leave students with an abil-
ity to appeal; cheating detection programs were used for
years before Dartmouth medical students who were over-
categorized as having cheated complained and had their
story covered by national newspapers. The cost of over-
predicting to the organization was minimal and almost
nothing for Proctorio.

When a firm sells a cheating detection program to
school administrators, the students feel the harm of
being aggressively surveilled and categorized as a pos-
sible cheater. Since those students are not paying for
the software, their concerns can be minimized because
the “cost” is not felt by the firm or the school. This is
the market pressure developers feel to maximize true-
positives by not incorporating the costs borne by
others. This problem of creating third party externali-
ties in markets is common because a firm has no
immediate incentive to consider the costs not a part of
the transaction but borne by others, particularly when
the costs are not identified, acknowledged, or publi-
cized for some subjects.6

4 | ETHICS OF CREATING
ACCURACY

I have argued that the construction of the outcome vari-
able is a value-laden design decision and that how the
outcome variable is defined can be optimized for the
developer or the organization adopting the program
while undermining the interests of the individuals or sub-
jects. With predictive analytics, the optimal cutoff to
require a treatment may be inflated, when the cost of
widening the model to identify more individuals as need-
ing a treatment is not felt by the developer or organiza-
tion. I turn now to the ethics of measuring and creating
accuracy.

In general, predictive analytics shares the existing issues
with measuring efficacy and accuracy as other data analyt-
ics, AI, and ML programs. The use of historical data is
inherently conservative by reproducing and reinforcing
norms, practices, and traditions of the past (Birhane, 2021).
And when historical data reflects the unjust decisions of
individuals, the model inherits the discriminatory recording
of history only to reproduce that discrimination in the
future (Barocas et al., 2018; Benjamin, 2019; Birhane, 2021;
O'Neil, 2016). In addition, the data from predictive out-
comes and recommendations are fed back into the system,
thereby reproducing and confirming biased correlations
(Gill, 2020). This can create a feedback loop where the cate-
gorization or prediction becomes evidence to include in the
training data (O'Neil, 2016). These are known issues.

However, predictive analytics faces an additional
challenge in creating accuracy, where individuals with a
particular outcome variable are treated differently than
those with an alternative predictive score. In other words,
when organizations measure and compare the end state

Posi�ve
(treatment)

Nega�ve
(no treatment)

True

Student treated like a cheater

And is caught chea�ng.

Student is ignored

And is NOT caught chea�ng

Student is treated like a cheater

And is NOT caught chea�ng

Student is ignored

And is caught chea�ng

False

A

B

Student. +++
Proctorio +
School ++

Student.  -----
Proctorio +++++
School +++

Student.  ------
Proctorio +
School +

Student. +
Proctorio -----
School      ----

How Outcome Variable Defined
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FIGURE 2 Result matrix for

predictive analytics outcome shifted for

Proctorio.
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of those categorized positive and negative, organizations
do not compare similarly treated conditions. Figure 3
illustrates the problem.

Predictive analytics runs into the possible problem of
creating accuracy in categorizing someone with an out-
come variable (not promotable, not hirable, untrust-
worthy, high likelihood of recidivism, etc), which pushes
the individual into a course of treatment that then creates
the outcome predicted by the program. For example, pre-
dicting students as possible criminals brings closer scru-
tiny to their lives, making it more likely for police to find
evidence of bad behaviors even if the incidence of bad
behaviors is equal across those labeled positive (and scru-
tinized) and negative (and ignored).

Perdomo et al. refer to those types of predictions as
“performative,” when the prediction influences the target
or when predictive models trigger actions that influence
the outcome they aim to predict (Perdomo et al., 2020; see
also O'Neil, 2016). This issue of a prediction influencing
the resultant “accuracy” is not new to predictive analytics.
As noted by Perdomo et al, in regards to accessing the
trustworthiness in loan applicants, “In a self-fulfilling
prophecy, the high interest rate further increases the cus-
tomer's default risk” (Perdomo et al., 2020). Perdomo et al
treat the problem as an issue of corrupting the data: when
ignored, performativity can surface as a form of distribu-
tion shift in the data.7 The authors focus on the technical
details of retraining a model on new data (Perdomo
et al., 2020). Here I focus on the ethical implications of
measuring the performance of predictive analytics and the
power dynamics influencing how accuracy is measured.
The problem of creating accuracy compounds the ethical
implications of over categorizing individuals as positive.

The case of predictive policing is perhaps the quintes-
sential example of creating accuracy. Identifying a partic-
ular neighborhood as possibly being more likely to have
petty crimes (the prediction) leads to more officers sent
to look for crimes in that neighborhood (the treatment).
A larger number of officers finds more crimes and arrests
more people.8 This is the standard argument as to how
predictive analytics can feed into creating a new reality
and create the perception of being “accurate:”

The case of Chicago's predictive policing program is
an even more stark example of creating accuracy. Robert
McDaniel, a citizen in Chicago, was visited by Chicago
police and told,

an algorithm built by the Chicago Police
Department predicted—based on his proxim-
ity to and relationships with known shooters
and shooting casualties — that McDaniel
would be involved in a shooting. That he
would be a “party to violence,” but it wasn't
clear what side of the barrel he might be
on. He could be the shooter, he might get
shot. They didn't know. (Stroud, 2021).

McDaniel was also told that the police would be watch-
ing him. And while McDaniel had no violent history, he
was suddenly under constant surveillance by the police.
The predictive analytics program made a prediction, the
police department was the immediate treatment. However,
this increased attention and visits by the police looked sus-
picious to those in his neighborhood who thought he was
working with the police. McDaniel was then shot—twice—
by those in his neighborhood who believed he was a snitch
given the amount of police attention he was receiving
(Stroud, 2021). In this case, the program appears quite
accurate since the prediction was that McDaniel would be
involved in a shooting, and he was shot—twice.

Figure 4 illustrates how the treatment could work to
make more individuals classified positive (criminal,
involved in shooting, cheater, bad credit risk, etc) to be
later found to have been correctly classified (Arrow B).

This problem of creating accuracy occurs frequently
in predictive data analytics. At a parole hearing,
courts may classify a prisoner with a higher recidivism
score predicting they are likely to commit more crimes
(e.g., COMPAS). The courts then place additional
requirements on those paroled prisoners (where they can
live, drug tests, how frequently they need to check in,
who they can live with, etc) which make them more
likely to commit a parole violation. Those classified as
likely to recidivate have additional rules places on them

Posi�ve Phenomenon of
Interest A

Nega�ve Phenomenon of
Interest B

Receives
Treatment

Predic�ve
Analy�cs

No
Treatment

Comparison does not capture
accuracy of predic�ve

analy�cs program

FIGURE 3 Measuring accuracy and

treatment effects.
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to make the more likely to break those rules. The program
or treatment contributes to the creation of accuracy.

In addition, the treatment effect in our examples also
creates arrow A in Figure 4, where the treatment works
to make more individuals classified negative (not a crimi-
nal, not involved in a shooting, not a cheater, good credit
risk) and not requiring a treatment to be later found to
have been correctly labeled. In fact, the goal of the treat-
ment in some situations is to make the categorization
more likely to be found “true.” For example, when
employees are labeled as future leaders and are given
leadership development, those labeled should be more
likely to be future leaders.

The issue is similar to measuring the treatment effect
in medical research, only in medical research the organi-
zation developing the treatment has an interest in the
effectiveness of the treatment and a market incentive to
measure its effect. For example, firms selling a drug inter-
vention measure the treatment effect of the given drug
on, for example, cholesterol. And, within econometrics
we have robust methods to measure the causal effects of
the treatment on a response variable (Lee, 2005). Firms
use these methods to prove treatments are effective in
order to sell those treatments.

Here, for firms developing a predictive analytics
program, measuring the treatment effect—the size of
the Arrows A and B in Figure 5—means acknowledg-
ing that the data analytics program is, perhaps, not as
accurate as once thought. Firms selling predictive ana-
lytics programs may not welcome research measuring
treatment effects to isolate whether their prediction
analytics program actually “works,” because the more
impact a treatment has—for example, sending more
police to a given area or to a given person—the less the

predictive analytics program actually works in adding
value as a prediction.

Taken together in Figure 5, the optimization problem
of creating the outcome variable and measuring accuracy
will depend on whose interests are acknowledged and
influence the decisions. First, by opening the aperture to
allow more individuals to receive treatment (predicted
cheater, future criminal), the organization hopes to catch
more true positives without much (if any) costs. This is a
classic optimization problem where the benefits of over
producing or, here, over categorizing individuals are
larger than the associated costs if and only if the costs to
the individuals or society are not included.9 The cost for
drawing the line with a larger number of true-positives
“caught” is borne by the subject of the predictive analyt-
ics program: the student, defendant, citizen.

Second, the developer and organization benefit from
then conflating the value of the treatment with the
prediction. While the individual is harmed by the large
treatment effect (high interest rates, onerous parole
terms), the developer is able to show a larger true-
positives (and fewer false-positives). In other words,
the focus on true positives by firms developing predic-
tive analytics is no accident.

This highlights the harms of the individual particu-
larly in Box C in Figure 5, who were arbitrarily catego-
rized as positive and who, because they were so labeled,
saw that label become true. Consider someone labeled as
untrustworthy, given onerous loan terms, and then strug-
gles to pay back the loan. Or a defendant is arbitrarily
predicted to commit another crime, given harsher parole
terms, which are then broken. Unlike those who have a
bad credit history, and unlike those who would have
struggled no matter the terms, individuals in Box C are

Posi�veNega�ve

True

False

Individual treated like shooter;
Caught in a shoo�ng.

Individual  -------
PredPol ++++++

Organiza�on +++++

Individual ignored;
Not caught in a shoo�ng.

Individual +++
PredPol +

Organiza�on +

Individual treated like shooter;
Not caught in a shoo�ng.

Individual ----
PredPol ----

Organiza�on ++

Individual ignored;
Caught in a shoo�ng

Individual +++
PredPol ----

Organiza�on ------

How Outcome Variable Defined
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FIGURE 4 Result matrix with

treatment effect included for predicting

shootings.
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subject to predatory predictions: where individuals do
not deserve the positive categorization and the positive
label then negatively impacts their outcomes. This paper
has used market forces to explain why firms are drawn to
predatory predictions.

5 | NORMATIVELY GROUNDING
CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY AND
PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

Thus far, I have argued that when constructing the out-
come variable and measuring accuracy, firms developing
and adopting predictive analytics can have a market
incentive to create more true positives. Firms open the
aperture of who deserves a treatment and that treatment
then makes the categorization more likely to be true. I
turn to explore why such predatory predictions are mor-
ally wrong and the associated responsibility of developers
and organizations.

First, the conflation of the treatment effect with the
measurement of the predictive power of the program
inflates the efficacy of the predictive analytics program
and is a form of deception. If a developer inflates the
accuracy measurements of a predictive analytics program
by including the treatment effect, the organization is
under the mistaken impression as to the predictive power
of the program. The subject or potential subjects, as well
as society and regulators, are deceived into believing that
the predictive program is performing a service that other-
wise could not have been completed by humans.

Organizations would have an obligation to not
deceive by conflating the treatment effect with the predic-
tive power of the program. Organizations would need to

clearly measure and communicate the treatment effect
and require developers to report the difference in their
accuracy claims. Clearly measuring the treatment effect
versus the predictive power of the model would more accu-
rately explain to stakeholders whether the predictive model
adds value or provides a fog of ambiguity for the organiza-
tion to make hard decisions with less accountability.

Second, for predatory predictions, the construction of
the outcome variable can be optimized for the developer
or client organization but without the interests of the
subjects taken into account. The individuals would be
over-categorized as requiring a penalizing treatment.
When the interests of the subjects are not considered, the
organization developing and adopting the predictive ana-
lytics program would be considered morally wrong for
treating the subjects as a mere means (Kant, 1785). In
some circumstances, for example, in Box C in Figure 5,
opening the aperture of who requires treatment and hav-
ing a strong treatment effect would pull individuals into
a penalizing treatment and the treatment would cause a
negative outcome for that individual only because the
organization benefits from the labeling.

Organizations should ameliorate the incentive to
open the aperture and categorizing additional subjects as
requiring a treatment by better internalizing the costs of
the categorization. Organizations should incorporate the
treatment costs in their decisions to categorize subjects to
internalize the costs of labeling subjects as requiring a
penalizing treatment. For example, decision makers
using predictive analytics should more directly bear the
cost of the treatment (jail, police) as well as the cost of
making a mistake in the categorization. This could be
accomplished by how decision-makers are evaluated (the
cost associated with the treatment in addition to the

Posi�veNega�ve

True

False

Individual predicted to have bad
outcome, given onerous terms (parole,

mortgage); has a bad outcome.

Individual  -------
Developer++++++
Organiza�on ++++

Individual predicted to have bad outcome,
onerous terms (parole, mortgage); good outcome

Individual -----
Developer ------
Organiza�on ++

Individual ignored, given good
terms, posi�ve outcome

Individual +++++
Developer -------
Organiza�on ++

How Outcome Variable Defined
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t
Eff
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t

Aperture
Effect

Individual ignored and
given good terms, has

posi�ve outcome.

Individual +++++
Developer +

Organiza�on ++

C

FIGURE 5 Predatory predictions.
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accuracy of the program) or how budgets are allocated.
Further, organizations currently adopt predictive programs
without the corresponding infrastructure to adjudicate
claims of incorrectly labeling subjects. Organizations
should bear an internal cost to alleviate some of the cost to
subjects to contest a decision or voice harms and concerns.

The case of the Dartmouth medical student is illustra-
tive in that the aggressive over-categorization of students
labeled as cheating. Subjecting individuals to predatory
predictions only for a firm's efficiency and benefit is
unethical and was known as an issue for years, but it
took 17 medical students at an elite university before the
voices of students had credence. Further, part of the issue
identified was the students' inability to challenge or
appeal the program's decision (Singer, 2021). Currently,
the use of predictive analytics focuses on subjects who do
not have power to have their concerns acknowledged by
the organization. However, false positives and harms to
the subject should be tracked and publicized to force
developers and organizations to bear a “cost” for opening
the aperture to categorize more subjects as needing a
treatment.

Third, the developers and adopting organizations can
be seen as wielding arbitrary power over individuals in
the cases explored here. The traditional examination of
the arbitrary use of power focuses on humans as those
who use power arbitrarily (Pettit, 1996, 1997) and has
been extended to corporations (Hsieh, 2004).10 An act is
arbitrary when it is performed with a lack of rules, rea-
son, or controls or at the whim of the actor in power
(Pettit, 1997; Hsieh, 2004). Such arbitrary interference in
the lives of others treats someone as though their inter-
ests and judgments do not matter (Hsieh, 2004, p. 653).
For justice scholars, arbitrary decisions are by definition
unjust in that there is no legitimate rationale or system-
atic rules being applied.

As explored here, firms using predictive analytics can
exert power over subjects through the design of predictive
analytics programs11 and arbitrarily interfere with an indi-
vidual's choices or undermine an individual's right to not
be dominated by another (Hsieh, 2004, 2005; Mink, 2020).
Subjecting individuals to predatory predictions only for a
firms' efficiency and benefit is unethical and an arbitrary
exertion of power. Decisions would be arbitrary when the
prediction is based merely on the benefits that accrue to
the developer or organization and without regard to the
subject (consider Box C of Figure 5).12

In order to avoid arbitrarily using power in the use of
predictive analytics, organizations should justify the cut-
off for the outcome variable. For some industries and
organizations, current stakeholders and governing
bodies—boards, top management team, etc—would ask
managers adopting predictive analytics to justify the

design of the outcome variable. Managers have obliga-
tions to stakeholders that do not disappear when man-
agers adopt AI decision systems including predictive
analytics (Martin & Parmar, 2022). Just as those man-
agers must justify their decisions to stakeholders and gov-
erning bodies when their team makes a decision, so too
must those managers justify their design decisions as to
who needs a penalizing treatment when using predictive
analytics. For industries with a more robust regulatory
oversight, for example, public schools, legal system, etc,
those regulatory bodies would require justification for
how the organization decided to determine who needs
treatment using the predictive analytics program.

Finally, there are situations where de-individualization—
treating individuals differently based only on their shared
attributes with others—is unethical. Someone is treated as
an individual when decisions are informed by relevant
information, including the individual's unique and idiosyn-
cratic features (Birhane, 2021; Lippert-Rasmussen, 2011).
The deindividualization of the person is the tendency to
judge and treat people on the basis of group characteristics
instead of on their own individual characteristics and
merits (Vedder, 1999).

One does not need to be the victim of discrimina-
tion or subject to a mistake to encounter the harm of
de-individualization. The idea is that we, in some cir-
cumstances, have an obligation “to recognize certain
features of other persons qua persons, such as the
intrinsic value of their well-being or the character of
their individual autonomy” (Eidelson, 2015). The harm,
therefore, is not about being wrong with a predictive ana-
lytics program but that the organization makes decisions
about someone based on what “people like you” do. For
example, Binn notes that individual justice is when each
case is assessed on its own merits without comparison to a
reference set of cases (Binns, 2022). Individual justice can
only be achieved through human judgment because the
mere idea of judging someone without regard to a refer-
ence set of individuals and cases is antithetical to algorith-
mic decision making in general and predictive analytics in
our case. In such a situation, additional human oversight
may be required.

Therefore, there may be sets of decisions that require
Binn's individual justice, other decisions that warrant
deferring to the individualization of the subjects, and still
others that are normatively appropriate to be augmented
with predictive analytics, which relies on the subject's
shared attributes with others to make a prediction. For
example, Virginia Eubanks rightly critiques the flattening
the individual when using predictive analytics for the dis-
tribution of social goods, such as TANF, SNAP, Medicaid
in Indiana, homeless services in LA, or child welfare in
Allegheny county. And Eubanks highlights the extent to
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which those already marginalized are being subject to
predictive models that “tag them as risky investments and
problematic parents” (Eubanks, 2018). For us, Eubanks
correct critique suggests two related concerns. The power
and voice of the subject of predictive analytics and the
context of the decision (here, social services) should
impact whether individualized decisions and justice are
required. In addition, the threat of de-individualization
may not be fairly distributed in society. In terms of the
arguments of this article, predatory prediction programs
can be disproportionally being used on marginalized com-
munities (Benjamin, 2019; D'Ignazio & Klein, 2020;
Eubanks, 2018; Noble, 2018; Paullada, 2020), since their
concerns and interests are more easily dismissed in the
market. Organizations would have an obligation to ensure
their predictive analytics program is not being used in
decision contexts where individual treatment is expected
or is regularly afforded to more powerful individuals.

The arguments here suggest that decisions where the
subjects have little power or voice are not only particu-
larly vulnerable to predatory predictions but also where
predatory predictions are particularly unethical in taking
advantage of those who already are disadvantaged. In
other words, the lack of a strong market correction
through the voice of the subject means both the devel-
oper and adopting organization are more likely to ignore
the cost borne by the subjects, thereby overcategorizing
subjects as needing a penalizing treatment. In doing so,
the predatory predictions take advantage of the subjects'
vulnerability in the market to their own advantage. This
suggests that the degree of power or voice of the subjects is
one way to distinguish between different degree of moral
wrongness of predatory predictions. And an organization

adopting predictive analytics should first ensure subjects'
concerns and preferences are heard in both design and
implementation (Table 1).

6 | CONCLUSION

I have argued that firms developing predictive analytics
can have a market incentive to categorize a larger number
of subjects as requiring a treatment by increasing the pos-
sibility of true positives without the bearing the costs of
the accompanying false labels. In addition, the measure-
ment of the accuracy of a predictive analytics program can
conflate the predictive value and a possible treatment
effect, where those being treated are more likely to achieve
the predicted result. Firms developing predictive analytics,
therefore, can have a market incentive to increase the
measurement of true-positives by opening the aperture to
allow in more positives and by inflating the number of
“true” predictions through predatory predictions. How-
ever, the costs are primarily borne by the subjects.

Based on the arguments here, firms could design a
predictive analytics program assuming the subjects are
powerful actors with access to resources and relation-
ships to have their concerns and preferences acknowl-
edged in the market—no matter what the market power
of the subjects actually is. This would forestall firms
adopting or developing predictive analytics from taking
advantage of vulnerable subjects without power to enforce
their own rights or preferences. For firms adopting predic-
tive analytics programs, the organization should ensure
that the subjects have adequate voice to enforce their
rights and preferences in the market.

TABLE 1 Obligations of firms with predictive analytics.

Problem Obligation of firms… Recommendation

Treatment effect …to not deceive Measure treatment effect. Clearly measure the treatment effect
versus predictive power of the model to more accurately
explain to stakeholders whether the predictive model
adds value

Aperture effect …to not treat subjects as a mere
means

Decrease incentive to open aperture. Internalize the costs of
labeling subjects as requiring a penalizing treatment including
the cost of the treatment (jail, police) as well as the cost to give
subjects voice to identify harms and hear appeals

Aperture & Treatment Effect …to not exert arbitrary power Justify outcome variable. Justify the cutoff for the outcome
variable in order to avoid wielding unjust and arbitrary power
over individuals. Any justification that the organization
benefits from current optimization would be considered unjust

Use of predictive analytics …to minimize
deindividualization

Justify use of predictive analytics. Be judicious when predictive
analytics is used, particularly when the program is used in
decision contexts that are pivotal (loans, educations, judicial
system) or the subjects lack power (or both)

12 MARTIN
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Firms have an associated responsibility to incorporate
the interests of subjects because the inflated count of true
positives is a form of deception, because their acts can be
a form of arbitrary, unjust exertion of power, and because
the design of the program may undermine the individual-
ization of the subject. The market forces that reward such
predatory predictions explain why we continue to see
unfairness in predicting trustworthiness of consumers for
loans, recidivism for prisoners, child neglect, mental dis-
orders, future victims of violence, employability, leader-
ship, home prices, cheaters.
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ENDNOTES
1 Specifically, predictive analytics are differentiated from other types
of analytics in that predictive analytics predicts the future rather
than categorizing the present or explaining the past: “It predicts
the future by analyzing current and historical data. The future
events and behavior of variables can be predicted using the models
of predictive analytics. A score is given by mostly predictive ana-
lytics models. A higher score indicates the higher likelihood of
occurrence of an event and a lower score indicates the lower likeli-
hood of occurrence of the event” (Kumar & Garg, 2018).

2 Taking a critical approach to the examination of predictive analyt-
ics extends existing critical research within data analytics more
generally such as the examination of information marginalization
of vulnerable individuals (Tang et al., 2021), feminist tech-
noscience in information systems (Floegel & Costello, 2022), and
structural and power vulnerabilities in higher ed use of online
platforms (Paris et al., 2022). For example, the examination of
whether technology is helping only those with power and advan-
tage (Mohammad, 2021), who benefits from making predictions
with AI (Kerr & Earle, 2013), if due process rights of individuals
are undermined (Citron, 2007), or if AI is used to further disen-
franchise people in poverty (Eubanks, 2018), reinforce systemic
racism (Benjamin, 2019) and misogyny (D'Ignazio & Klein, 2020)
and disproportionately impact LGBTQ+ (Waldman, 2019a). Even
more generally, we see this critical lens being used to highlight
when marginalized groups are disparately harmed by privacy
violations (Skinner-Thompson, 2020) or are victims of nonconsen-
sual pornography (Citron & Franks, 2014; Keats Citron, 2018).

3 Here I focus on the ethics of predictive analytics above and beyond
the concerns outlined within AI programs generally: such as the
reproduction of biases (Gill, 2020), transparency (Levy & Johns,
2016), problematic proxies (Barocas & Selbst, 2016; O'Neil, 2016;
Williamson, 2017), fairness (Barocas et al., 2018; Belitz et al., 2022;
Hoffmann et al., 2018), data (Whitman, 2020), virtues (Vallor, 2016),
and principles (Floridi & Cowls, 2019; Mittelstadt, 2019; Mittelstadt
et al., 2016). Predictive analytics, like all other AI and data analytics
programs, inherit these same ethical issues.

4 Treatments could be graded and the outcome variable could be
split into three options (no treatment, light treatment, harsh
treatment). This would complicate the calculation of the treat-
ment effect I develop below and the confusion matrix in each of

the figures. The critical and ethical analysis, however, would remain
the same. Whether or not how outcome variable is cut into X cate-
gories is ethical or not would be based on analyzing the results
matrix with the costs and benefits of each actor and whether the
construction treats subjects as a mere means, deceives stakeholders
into thinking the predictive analytics program is more accurate
than it is, or exerts arbitrary power over the subjects.

5 Courts and judges sentencing defendants do not pay for prisons.
And for-profit prisons have been shown to create an incentive for
putting more people in prison https://www.sentencingproject.org/
publications/capitalizing-on-mass-incarceration-u-s-growth-in-
private-prisons/. The cost of imprisonment is seen to be “free” to
COMPAS and the courts.

6 For businesses and organizations, this phenomenon—where the
transaction between two parties creates a harm to a third, less
powerful party—is not uncommon. When a company sells steel
to a car manufacturer, the community feels the harm of the pol-
lution. And for decades, steel companies would not incorporate
this environmental cost into the manufacturing design.

7 “As the decision-maker acts according to a predictive model, the
distribution over data points appears to change over time. In prac-
tice, the response to such distribution shifts is to frequently retrain
the predictive model as more data becomes available. Retraining is
often considered an undesired—yet necessary—cat and mouse
game of chasing a moving target” (Perdomo et al., 2020).

8 For example, while Black and White Americans sell and use
drugs at similar rates, Black Americans were 6.5 times as likely
as White Americans to be incarcerated for drug-related offenses.
https://www.hamiltonproject.org/charts/rates_of_drug_use_and_
sales_by_race_rates_of_drug_related_criminal_justice

9 A classic forecasting optimization case for MBAs would be how
to forecast the number of CDs to produce with the opportunity
to sell a CD as a large benefit ($12) and the cost to throw away
an unsold CD as minimal ($0.50). Businesses had an incentive to
produce “extra” CDs in the possible hopes of a future sale since
the costs are minimal. In 1997, the case would be taught as if the
cost to throw away the CD was minimal because we did not con-
sider the community or environment in the calculation.

10 For Pettit, interference is arbitrary if it is done on the whim of
the agent or, here, firm. Pettit says: “what makes an act of inter-
ference arbitrary, then—arbitrary in the sense of being perpe-
trated on an arbitrary basis? An act is perpetrated on an arbitrary
basis, we can say, if it is subject just to the arbitrium, the decision
or judgment, of the agent; the agent was in a position to choose
it or not choose it, at their pleasure” (Pettit, 1997, p. 55).

11 I am thankful to XYZ for pointing out this connection to Pettit.
See also Mink's chapter on oppression and AI systems
(Mink, 2020).

12 This domination turns to oppression when the measurements
and optimization are defined in ways that correlate with socio-
economic groups that are already systematically disadvantaged
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